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Mental
Prepare in Advance

Facilitator: In advance of the session:
• Have a  whiteboard or flipchart and markers.
• Review today’s scripture text and the session activities 

to help better facilitate the discussion.
• Have the Bible Background Video ready to view.

Introduce

Begin by having someone read all of chapter 10 out 
loud. Watch the Bible Background Video, then use the 
following questions to guide discussion.

Understanding the Text

Say: First, let’s work to understand what Paul is saying 
in this complex passage.

• According to Paul in verse 5, what is the attitude of 
people who live by the keeping the Law of the Old 
Testament?

• In verses 7-8, what is Paul saying about Jesus? Where 
is he present? What must we do to have access to 
him?

• Verses 9-10 are probably familiar to you. What does 
Paul say is necessary for salvation? Is this simply a 
phrase to be repeated, or is something more implied?

• In verses 11-13, he quotes two Old Testament 
passages that were written to and about the Jewish 
people. What point is Paul making in these verses – to 
whom can righteousness now belong?

• Again in 14-15 we find a set of verses that are likely 
familiar. While Paul is not establishing a mission 
organization in these two short verses, it is helpful for 
us to understand who is involved in the process.

• Using the board or chart, draw a diagram of the 
relationships here – the One-Believed-In, the senders, 
the proclaimers, and the hearers.

• What is the role of each? What is the responsibility of 
each? How is each related to the others?

• Through these rhetorical questions, what do you think 
Paul was saying to his audience, the Christians in 
Rome?

Hearing the Message

• This is a dense passage with several themes. Choose 
one or more of the following questions to close 
discussion, depending on time and interest:

• We may not live under the Law, but we are still often 
drawn toward thinking our works make us holy. Why is 
this way of thinking so tempting?

• What is comforting about the message of verses 6-8? 
How close is Christ… even when we feel distant?

• Verses 9-10: What does our faith do within us that 
produces audible and/or physical results? How is this 
different from thinking that these results save us?

Close with prayer.
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